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The best gifts in life will sometimes catch you by surprise.The best gifts in life will sometimes catch you by surprise.

Luke is a YouTuber known for his popular Omega Manny Diary videos. After a brief-yet-secret fling with his boss

Ian’s best friend, he finds himself left with an even larger secret: Grazer’s baby.

Grazer had a lot of fun with Luke, but he’d been upfront with him from the beginning. He’d always preferred to

chase silver foxes—not young, fertile pups. 

Nearly two years after their last hot night together, Grazer returns to Hollydale, fresh from a year of guarding the

toddler of a celebrity. He’s at loose ends, not to mention lonely, and wondering if maybe he’d been too brash when

writing off love and fatherhood in the past.

When Grazer runs into Luke and discovers his life-altering secret, can they find a way to forgive the mistakes of the

past and grab their second chance at romance?

Return to Hollydale for this second chance, secret baby romance where May learns to be the December in an age gap

relationship. This is the seventh book of The Hollydale Omegas series. This book is about 34k and most likely

contains an HEA. 18+ readers only please! And yes, this book contains M/PREG, adults adulting in sexy grown-up

ways, and way more than an occasional use of potty mouth language.
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